Match line

Slice or paint as desired.

Correctly. Sand as required for fit.

Align all cut pieces on an uncut pattern copy to make sure all fit properly. Once your pieces are cut, cut out each piece to be cut from several of your copies for all pieces. Follow the grain direction. You may need to cut pieces from several of your patterns. Make several copies of the pattern prior to cutting out pattern. Tape two sheets of your printed pattern together at the match line.
all edges, and paint all interior areas to your taste.

The CrossRose, cutting only the outside outlines. Carefully sand lines onto your material for painting. Use your scroll saw to cut a piece of material about 8" wide, by 12" high, and trace all interior

A simple way to use this pattern is to simply glue the pattern to a

create simple unique, and beautiful interior objects.

This is the perfect learning pattern for anyone just getting into

WP-753 CrossRose Pattern

gradations in the wood.

material taking advantage of the color

pieces of your pattern to your WRC

umber yard. Attach the various

found in the fence picket plan, to your

pattern is Western Red Cedar. Many

My favorite material to use for this
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